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GENERAL COMMENTS Outline of the paper 
 
The subject of this paper is timely and important. It has two aims. 
First, to give hard evidence to support the belief that, without new 
policies, the consequences of Brexit will damage the UK’s success 
as a global leader in healthcare research and innovation. Second, 
to explore what action ought to be taken to minimize the adverse 
impact of Brexit. The paper’s focus is well chosen because, as the 
authors’ point out (p. 19) HM Government’s ambition, as stated in 
its UK-EU future partnership paper is ‘to build on its uniquely close 
relationship with the EU, so that collaboration on science and 
innovation is not only maintained, but strengthened’. And the 
choice of robotic surgery is an important example because 
‘robotics features at the top of the UK Government’s Eight Great 
Technologies initiative’ (p. 7). 
 
The paper developed two indices for measuring each country’s 
research into robotic surgery based on articles published from that 
country in terms of 
• ‘impact’ (based on citations), and 
• ‘innovation’ using an index weighted by the level of evidence 
(with weights going from 1 for a randomized controlled trial to 8 for 
the description of idea or a laboratory evaluation). 
 
The paper also developed indices to measure the extent to which 
a country collaborates with others: 
• degree (based on collaboration of researchers in different 
countries), 
• effective size (which aims to capture collaboration beyond 
established networks), 
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• efficiency (the ratio of effective size to degree), 
• geographical entropy (the extent to which effort is equally 
distributed across countries with which the country collaborates). 
 
The paper reports results of regression analyses. The two 
independent variables are research ‘impact’ and ‘innovation’. The 
dependent variables include two control variables for each country: 
the average contribution of international collaborators to its 
scientific publication from that country and the average number of 
articles per organization. The other dependent variables were 
‘efficiency’ and ‘geographical entropy’. 
 
The paper reports results of simulations of the potential effects of 
replacing EU collaborators with other international partners on the 
UK’s research ‘impact’ and ‘innovation’ in robotic surgery. 
 
The paper found that 
• Articles in robotic surgery that involved international collaboration 
‘achieved the highest performance in terms of both citations and 
innovation’ (p. 15). 
• ‘… the UK’s primary collaboration partner and largest contributor 
to both research impact and innovation is the EU followed by the 
US’ (p. 16). 
• ‘… efficiency and geographical entropy are statistically 
significantly associated with both measures of performance’ (p 17). 
• If the UK were able to collaborate with top performers in the US 
in place of the EU as the main collaborator, then the UK’s 
innovation might improve, but its ‘research impact would suffer 
unless the UK managed to substitute all UK-EU collaborations with 
high-performing collaborations with the US’ (p. 18). 
 
Comments 
 
My comments are organised under four headings: 
• Unit of analysis, 
• Algebraic notation, 
• Definition of indicators, 
• Regression analysis, 
• Interpretation of the analyses, 
• Minor corrections. 
Unit of analysis 
 
The unit of analysis is ‘country’. But that raises a number of 
questions. For example, is the UK one country or four? Although 
the grant-giving bodies operate on a UK-wide basis, universities 
are governed in different ways in each country of the UK (and 
Scotland has a distinctively different system). If the unit of analysis 
is defined in terms of grant giving bodies, then where does the EU 
feature (as this is a grant giving body)? Furthermore, Taleb (2007) 
highlighted the skewed distributions that characterise ‘extremistan’ 
of human outcomes such as citations. So it is likely that a small 
number of institutions account for (say) 90 per cent of citations for 
robotic surgery, and that the key collaborations are between these 
institutions. What would happen to the indicators if these leading 
institutions were allocated to different countries? 
 
Algebraic notation 
 
Research impact of country i was measured as the sum of the 
research performance of all organisations Oi residing in i, which 
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was measured by computing the sum of the normalised citations 
received by all articles published by the organisation across the 
years. Although the location of the organisation is essential for 
identifying the country (or countries) of the authors, the indicator is 
essentially a sum of articles by country, and so the organisation is 
redundant in the summations. More generally I wonder if there 
might be a more elegant formulation of the algebraic notation used 
in the indicators to make the formulas more accessible. 
 
Definition of indicators 
 
The indicators are defined using terms that raise the issue of 
‘persuasive’ definitions, which Stevenson (1938, p 331) described 
as giving ‘a new conceptual meaning to a familiar word without 
substantially changing its emotive meaning’. Thus the way the 
paper measures research ‘impact’ is based on citations; and the 
‘innovation’ index is based on measures of evidence of effective 
innovation. Thus, e.g., when the paper states that ‘The most 
innovative country in the field of robotic surgery is the US’, what it 
means is that the US scores highest on its innovation’ index. 
 
The UK’s Research Excellence Framework offers a different model 
for measuring the quality of outputs of research and their impact 
beyond academia (http://www.ref.ac.uk). The limitations of relying 
on numbers of citations are well known. There is a tendency for 
review papers to generate large numbers of citations and one of 
the top three papers in terms of citations in web of science is a 
review of articles describing the history and development of 
surgical robots and reporting data on applications (Lanfranco et al. 
2004). 
 
The innovation index is defined algebraically using eight 
categories to classify the research that has been published: 
1 Randomized controlled trial, 
2 Non-randomized controlled trial, 
3 Observational study with controls, 
4 Observational study without controls, 
5 First-in-human study, 
6 Cadaveric study, 
7 Animal study, 
8 Description of idea / laboratory evaluation. 
 
The innovation index for category c for country i is the ratio of the 
number of articles in category c from country i to the total number 
of articles in category c weighted by the reciprocal of c. (It is 
implied that this is over all years.) A problem here is that c is 
measured on an ordinal scale, but the formula requires a ratio 
scale with a zero that is well defined (Stevens, 1946). The index 
assumes that the difference between each rank is of the same 
magnitude; and that, e.g. a randomised controlled trial is twice the 
value of a non-randomised controlled trial and eight times the 
value of a laboratory evaluation. It seems implausible that these 
assumptions are justified. 
 
The measures of collaborative networks (of degree, effective size 
and efficiency) are directed at identifying whether a country acts as 
an effective ‘focal node’: e.g., the UK has links with country X 
which has no links with other countries, so ‘the more a node’s 
neighbours are connected with each other … the less the effective 
size of the node is’ (p 11). But if we were to apply these measures 
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to the EU as a whole this would give a very different measure from 
basing these measures on its individual countries. And it seems to 
me that that is the key research question posed by Brexit. 
 
The measure of geographical entropy of country i (εi) is in the 
familiar form of statistical mechanics and information theory. With 
pi as the fraction of i’s collaborative effort towards (organizations 
located in) country j. εi = -Σ pilogpi.. The collaborative effort 
(defined as total weight of the collaborative tie) between 
organisations is: directly proportional to the number of articles they 
co-authored and inversely proportional to the number of 
organisations involved in each article (p 35). If all effort is in one 
country εi = 0. & εi is maximized when effort is distributed equally. 
Now these outcomes make sense for statistical mechanics and 
information theory but it seems that this implies for research 
collaboration that the US and Italy would count the same as e.g. 
Luxembourg. 
 
Regression analysis 
 
No model is specified in the regression analysis, this has to be 
inferred from the results (p 17). The variable ‘contribution of 
international collaborators’ is not defined in the text of the paper 
(its definition is given on p 45). The paper ought to be consistent in 
its description of these variables. 
Interpretation of the analyses 
 
The principal finding that features in the discussion is that ‘that, 
within the 
field of robotic surgery, the best future partner for the UK in the 
event of a ‘hard’ (or 
a ‘failed’, i.e. no-deal) Brexit would be the US, currently its second 
largest research 
partner (p 21). It would be helpful if the authors could explain how 
this finding is consistent with their analysis that shows the benefits 
of increasing geographical entropy. This is because we would 
expect replacing all EU countries by the US would reduce the UK’s 
value of geographical entropy. 
 
The simulations show the benefits of collaboration with the US by 
substituting the US for EU countries. But these are described 
differently in different sections of the paper. The Results section 
states that: 
 
The US appears the most favourable collaboration partner 
replacing the EU in the event of a “hard Brexit” …. If that were the 
case, the simulation study suggests that the UK’s innovation may 
actually improve, especially if existing collaborations with EU 
countries were to be replaced with top performing collaborations 
with the US. However, the effect of such substitutions on the UK’s 
research impact would be less pronounced. In particular, the UK’s 
research impact would ultimately suffer if an increasing percentage 
of UK-EU collaborations were replaced by UK-US collaborations 
…, unless the UK managed to substitute all UK-EU collaborations 
with high-performing collaborations with the US …. 
 
The Discussion section states that: 
 
The simulations indicate that, should the UK-EU links be replaced 
with UK/US links, both the research impact and innovation of the 
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UK would likely increase. This would occur in all simulated 
scenarios, expect the one in which the UK could only substitute all 
UK-EU collaborations with UK-US collaborations associated with 
limited research impact. No other country or geographical region 
seems to consistently produce a similar positive effect. This is 
especially true if EU links were replaced with collaborations with 
organisations in non-Asian countries (“rest of the world”) or with 
low-performing collaborations with Asian countries. Indeed, this 
may represent a feasible plan for a worst-case scenario in which 
the strengthening of existing collaborative links may be less risky 
than the establishment of entirely new partnerships in such a 
narrow time window. 
 
Hence the way the paper concludes suggests that a ‘hard Brexit’ 
might be beneficial by creating incentives for UK researchers to 
replace collaborators in the EU with high-performing institutions in 
the US. But that will be much more costly in many ways. Hence it 
is worth reflecting on whether, even if there were a ‘hard Brexit’, 
that the UK’s best strategy in the short term might be to try to 
maintain links to EU countries. And if we are looking to a longer-
term collaborative strategy, there will inevitably be a time when 
citations (and hence this paper’s measure of ‘impact’) are driven 
by more institutions in Asia rather than the US. 
Minor corrections 
 
Need to be consistent in using UK or US spelling for ‘ise’ or ‘ize’. 
 
On page 21, ‘expect’ should be ‘except’. 
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GENERAL COMMENTS In this study, the authors quantify the impact of Brexit by an 
investigation of collaborations between UK and EU27 in the field of 
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robotic surgical research. The topic is interesting and meaningful, 
especially when Brexit negotiations comes to the end. The dataset 
and measures used in the study is reasonable, the statistical 
analysis and simulation modelling is clear and appreciate. This is 
the first time for me, a researcher in the field of scientometrics, to 
review a paper following the style of medical articles; luckily this 
manuscript is readable after I understand the structure. 
 
Frankly speaking, we have just published a similar article 
(https://doi.org/10.1007/s11192-018-2740-8) on this topic. Our 
work defined four different roles of UK in their collaboration with 
the other EU countries, and identified which countries and 
research fields would be influenced most by the Brexit. Probably, 
our paper would be helpful for you. 
 
What interests me most in the paper is that it distinct collaborations 
by their "efficiency" and "geographical entropy", but unfortunately, 
it didn't provide us valuable explanation on their impact on Brexit. 
By the way, "Collaboration" is a main issue in this study, so I 
suggest that this word should be listed in the keywords or the title. 
 
 
Hu, Z., Lin, G., Sun, T., & Wang, X. (2018). An EU without the UK: 
mapping the UK’s changing roles in the EU scientific research. 
Scientometrics, 115(3), 1185–1198. DOI: 10.1007/s11192-018-
2740-8 

 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Responses to comments from Reviewer 1: 

 

Dear Professor Bevan,  

 

Thank you for your careful reading of the manuscript, and for providing us with valuable feedback. 

Please find below a detailed response to all your comments. 

 

 

Comment 1: “ Unit of analysis. The unit of analysis is ‘country’. But that raises a number of questions. 

For example, is the UK one country or four?  Although the grant-giving bodies operate on a UK-wide 

basis, universities are governed in different ways in each country of the UK (and Scotland has a 

distinctively different system).  If the unit of analysis is defined in terms of grant giving bodies, then 

where does the EU feature (as this is a grant giving body)? Furthermore, Taleb (2007) highlighted the 

skewed distributions that characterise ‘extremistan’ of human outcomes such as citations.  So it is 

likely that a small number of institutions account for  (say) 90 per cent of citations for robotic surgery, 

and that the key collaborations are between these institutions. What would happen to the indicators if 

these leading institutions were allocated to different countries?”  
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Reply to comment 1: Thank you for your comment. Our unit of analysis is the country, according to 

the usual classifications normally found in official statistics. Although universities may be governed in 

different ways depending on the various regions or counties of a given country (e.g., in the US and 

indeed in the UK), we carried out the analysis at the country level as our focus was on the effects that 

Brexit can have on collaborative strategies and research performance in the UK as a whole. 

University-level or county-level regulations may have some interaction effects with the introduction of 

the Brexit regime. However, we opted to investigate the likely effects of Brexit on research in the UK 

as a whole so as to produce comparable analyses and findings to the ones related to recently 

published bibliometric studies on scientific innovation and research in which the UK is seen as one 

country.  

 

In particular, in choosing the country as unit the analysis and thus treating the UK as a single country, 

we referred to recently published reports concerning UK research evaluations by The Royal Society 

and Elsevier. Indeed these reports regarded the UK as a whole country when evaluating its research 

performance and collaboration patterns with other countries or aggregations (e.g., the EU). Please 

find below the details of (and links to) these reports:  

- Evidence synthesis on the EU-UK relationship on research and innovation, The Royal Society 

(2018): https://wellcome.ac.uk/sites/default/files/evidence-synthesis-on-eu-uk-relationship-on-

research-and-innovation.pdf  

- International comparative performance of UK research base, Elsevier for the UK’s 

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) (2016): 

https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/507321/ELS-BEIS-Web.pdf  

- UK research and the European Union The role of the EU in international research 

collaboration and researcher mobility, The Royal Society (2016): 

https://royalsociety.org/~/media/policy/projects/eu-uk-funding/phase-2/EU-role-in-

international-research-collaboration-and-researcher-mobility.pdf  

 

To provide more insights on the various roles that England, Wales and Scotland have in forging 

international collaborations, we produced a new table (see Table 1 below) in which you will find the 

number of organisations by UK countries that contributed to the collaboration network analysed in our 

work (and used to measure the UK’s collaboration patterns). England is by far the UK country that in 

robotic surgery contributed the most to international collaborations. Table 2 further breaks down 

England’s, Scotland’s and Wales’ collaborations by collaborating country.  

 

UK Country Number of organisations 

England 57 

Scotland 8 

Wales 3 

 

Table 1. Number of organisations by UK country (England, Scotland, and Wales). 
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UK country Collaborative links 

Percentage of total 

collaborative links 

England   
England 41 32% 

USA 27 21% 

Italy 10 8% 

Canada 5 4% 

Cyprus 4 3% 

Hong Kong 4 3% 

Netherlands 4 3% 

Belgium 3 2% 

Japan 3 2% 

New Zealand 3 2% 

Wales 3 2% 

France 2 2% 

Germany 2 2% 

Scotland 2 2% 

South Korea 2 2% 

Spain 2 2% 

Switzerland 2 2% 

Argentina 1 1% 

Australia 1 1% 

China 1 1% 

Greece 1 1% 

Ireland 1 1% 

Poland 1 1% 

Singapore 1 1% 

Slovenia 1 1% 

Scotland   
USA 4 33% 

Scotland 3 25% 

England 2 17% 

Spain 2 17% 

Italy 1 8% 

Wales   
England 3 43% 

India 1 14% 

Pakistan 1 14% 

USA 1 14% 

Wales 1 14% 

 

Table 2. Distribution of collaborative links within and outside England, Scotland, and Wales.   

 

Of course distinguishing between England, Scotland, Wales (and Northern Ireland, for which we did 

not have data on published articles in robotic surgery) would shed further light on how the 
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consequences of Brexit can be contingent on specific regulations on research and Higher Education. 

This may well be the focus of our future studies in this area. Moreover, as the unit of analysis is not 

the grant-giving body, we explicitly acknowledged this in the discussion of limitations, and mentioned 

that funding issues post-Brexit were not accounted for in our work.  

 

Regarding your second point on the distribution of citations (and the rich-club effect), indeed there is a 

vast body of literature (in scientometrics, network science and beyond) that has highlighted the right-

skewed shape of this distribution. For your convenience, we produced an additional figure reporting 

the distribution of normalised citations by organisation (see Figure 1). There are only a small minority 

of institutions that accrue a very large number of citations, while most institutions only receive a small 

number.  

 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of normalised citations.  

This may beg the questions as to whether the highly-cited organisations tend to collaborate with one 

another more intensely than randomly expected. This is the well-known rich-club effect that we have 

extensively studied in our previous works. While detecting the rich-club effect would require additional 

analysis and the development of appropriate null models (see Opsahl et al., 2009), we chose not to 

directly address this issue so as to remain more focused on the main research problem (i.e., the 

consequences of Brexit on research). However, our analysis and simulation have shown that, if the 

“rich” universities were to collaborate with one another and if some of them were located in Europe, 

then a new Brexit regime would break these rich clubs by replacing the “rich” European collaborators 

with other non-European collaborators of various degrees of “richness”. We conducted the simulation 

by replacing papers involving at least one European collaborator with papers involving solely non-EU 

collaborators. As detailed in the Supplementary Appendix, to assess the relevance of the EU27 

countries to the UK’s scientific success, we ranked all articles published by the UK in collaboration 

solely with any of the EU27 countries by normalised citations and innovation index. Starting with the 

worst performing article, we progressively replaced various percentages of such articles with articles 

corresponding to various percentiles of the distribution of normalised citations or level of evidence of 

all articles resulted from collaborations with non-EU27 countries. Moreover, we replaced the articles 

resulting from collaborations with EU27 members with articles where at least one of the co-authors 
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was affiliated with an organisation residing in: (i) the USA; (ii) one of the seven Asian countries; and 

(iii) one of the remaining “RoW” countries. In essence, this simulation strategy is qualitatively similar to 

the one you suggested, whereby UK organisations (with which co-authors are affiliated) are replaced 

with non-UK organisations (with which other available co-authors from past collaborations are 

affiliated). As you can notice, our simulation strategy is conservative, in that collaborations were 

replaced only with others that were already tested in the past and for which performance indicators 

were available. Of course, scientists can also search for new collaborators never tested before in an 

attempt to increase or maintain future scientific performance.  

 

We acknowledge that our simulation strategy does not strictly imply a substitution or reallocation of 

organisations across countries, and we believe that other more sophisticated types of simulation 

could be performed in addition to that one proposed in this study. By substituting directly the 

organisations instead of the articles, future research can certainly shed light on the effects that top-

performing organisations might exert on a country’s research performance in the context of 

international collaboration. 

 

 

Comment 2: “ Algebraic notation. Research impact of country i was measured as the sum of the 

research performance of all organisations Oi residing in i, which was measured by computing the sum 

of the normalised citations received by all articles published by the organisation across the 

years.  Although the location of the organisation is essential for identifying the country (or countries) of 

the authors, the indicator is essentially a sum of articles by country, and so the organisation is 

redundant in the summations. More generally I wonder if there might be a more elegant formulation of 

the algebraic notation used in the indicators to make the formulas more accessible.” 

 

Reply to comment 2: Thank you for your comment and for directing our attention to this point. We 

adopted a bottom-up approach to the construction of the network, starting with articles in which co-

authors are affiliated with organisations, which in turn are located in countries. We entirely agree with 

you that the overall research impact of a country is essentially the sum of the impact of all articles 

associated with that country. However, keeping the identifier of the organisation in the formula helped 

us to further refine the analysis and, in particular, to break down the overall academic performance of 

a country into sub-components according to the nature of the institutional authorship. As detailed in 

Section S.4.1 in the Supplementary Appendix, we distinguished among: (i) the fraction of the overall 

academic performance attributable to articles authored by a singular domestic institution (no 

collaboration); (ii) the fraction of the overall academic performance attributable to articles resulting 

from collaborations among uniquely domestic organisations (i.e., domestic collaboration); and (iii) the 

fraction of the overall academic performance attributable to articles resulting from collaborations 

among domestic and foreign organisations (i.e., international collaboration). Moreover, we further 

broke down the fraction of performance resulting from international collaborations into a component 

attributed to domestic organisations and a component attributed to foreign organisations (see Figure 

S4). For the sake of clarity and to make the reading more accessible, we removed most notations and 

formulas from the main manuscript and moved them to the Supplementary Appendix. 
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Comment 3: “Definition of indicators. The indicators are defined using terms that raise the issue of 

‘persuasive’ definitions, which Stevenson (1938, p 331) described as giving ‘a new conceptual 

meaning to a familiar word without substantially changing its emotive meaning’.  Thus the way the 

paper measures research ‘impact’ is based on citations; and the ‘innovation’ index is based on 

measures of evidence of effective innovation.  Thus, e.g., when the paper states that ‘The most 

innovative country in the field of robotic surgery is the US’, what it means is that the US scores 

highest on its innovation’ index. 

 

The UK’s Research Excellence Framework offers a different model for measuring the quality of 

outputs of research and their impact beyond academia (http://www.ref.ac.uk).  The limitations of 

relying on numbers of citations are well known. There is a tendency for review papers to generate 

large numbers of citations and one of the top three papers in terms of citations in web of science is a 

review of articles describing the history and development of surgical robots and reporting data on 

applications (Lanfranco et al. 2004). 

 

 

Reply to comment 3: Thank you for your comment. We are fully aware of the limitations of using the 

number of citations as a measure of research impact and quality. Indeed there is a vast body of 

literature that has raised these methodological concerns (e.g., Bornmann and Daniel, 2008; Penner et 

al., 2013; Petersen A-M, et al., 2014; Radicchi et al., 2008). However, there is at the same time 

widespread consensus in the scientometric and network communities on the use of citations as a 

measure of performance (Radicchi et al., 2008). Another related problem that the community has 

raised is related to the possible effects of self-citations on the analysis, and it has been shown that 

they can shed light on the emergence of new research topics (Hellsten et al., 2007). Notice that it is 

precisely for the well-studied limitations of citations that we opted to also include innovation as a 

further measure of performance, in light of the likely weaknesses that would result from restricting the 

analysis solely to citations. Finally, regarding your comment on the highly-cited review papers and the 

biases they might induce, we would like to mention that any article that did not represent original 

research studies on robotic surgery (e.g., review article or conference article) was excluded from our 

study. We added a sentence in the main manuscript regarding this important point (in the section “The 

dataset”).   

 

 

Comment 3 (continued): The innovation index is defined algebraically using eight categories to 

classify the research that has been published: 

1 Randomized controlled trial, 

2 Non-randomized controlled trial, 

3 Observational study with controls, 

4 Observational study without controls, 

5 First-in-human study, 

6 Cadaveric study, 
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7 Animal study, 

8 Description of idea / laboratory evaluation. 

 

The innovation index for category c for country i is the ratio of the number of articles in category c 

from country i to the total number of articles in category c weighted by the reciprocal of c.  (It is 

implied that this is over all years.) A problem here is that c is measured on an ordinal scale, but the 

formula requires a ratio scale with a zero that is well defined (Stevens, 1946). The index assumes that 

the difference between each rank is of the same magnitude; and that, e.g. a randomised controlled 

trial is twice the value of a non-randomised controlled trial and eight times the value of a laboratory 

evaluation. It seems implausible that these assumptions are justified. 

 

Reply to comment 3 (continued): Thank you for raising this point. We used a validated measure of 

(evidence-based) surgical innovation what was recently published in Garas et al. (2017) and Garas et 

al. (2018). The measure was validated against big data from both bibliometrics and clinical databases. 

We agree with you that such measure relies on the assumption that differences between consecutive 

levels of innovation are the same and therefore differences between non-adjacent levels are multiples 

of the difference between adjacent ones. However, while this may seem a strong (and not empirically 

justified) assumption, it avoids the subjective bias inevitably associated with the evaluation of 

differences between various levels of evidence. As we are all actively working on various projects 

concerned with healthcare innovation as part of our inter-disciplinary collaborative, we will 

undoubtedly address these methodological issues in our future work. 

 

 

Comment 3 (continued): The measures of collaborative networks (of degree, effective size and 

efficiency) are directed at identifying whether a country acts as an effective ‘focal node’: e.g., the UK 

has links with country X which has no links with other countries, so ‘the more a node’s neighbours are 

connected with each other … the less the effective size of the node is’ (p 11).  But if we were to apply 

these measures to the EU as a whole this would give a very different measure from basing these 

measures on its individual countries.  And it seems to me that that is the key research question posed 

by Brexit. 

 

Reply to comment 3 (continued): Our analysis was conducted at the country level, not at higher-level 

geographical blocks, such as continents or other regions. Treating the EU as a single geographical 

unit would require us to aggregate all other non-EU countries in comparable ways (e.g., by continent). 

However, our aim was to investigate the collaboration network among countries, and then assess the 

implications of Brexit for the UK as a whole country. At the same time, your comment is certainly in 

qualitative agreement with our simulation strategy, which led us to replace collaboration with any EU 

country with a collaboration with a non-EU country.  

 

 

Comment 3 (continued): The measure of geographical entropy of country i (εi) is in the familiar form of 

statistical mechanics and information theory. With pi as the fraction of i’s collaborative effort towards 

(organizations located in) country j.  εi = -Σ pilogpi. The collaborative effort  (defined as total weight of 
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the collaborative tie) between organisations is: directly proportional to the number of articles they co-

authored and inversely proportional to the number of organisations involved in each article (p 35). If 

all effort is in one country εi = 0. & εi is maximized when effort is distributed equally. Now these 

outcomes make sense for statistical mechanics and information theory but it seems that this implies 

for research collaboration that the US and Italy would count the same as e.g. Luxembourg.” 

 

Reply to comment 3: Thank you for your comment. Indeed, as you mentioned, the Shannon entropy is 

widely regarded as an established measure of heterogeneity, and has been applied across a number 

of empirical domains. You seem to allude to the fact that we would treat all countries equally, 

regardless of their size or research supply. We wanted to evaluate heterogeneity of collaborative 

effort regardless of the (properties of) countries with which a focal country collaborates. Developing a 

measure of entropy that also accounts for the size of the collaborating country would require weighing 

the tie through some country-level indicator (e.g., GDP, number of patents, number of published 

articles, or cumulative number of citations accrued). This would require a comparative analysis of 

multiple versions of entropy, and we feel it would fall outside the scope of this study. Moreover, please 

notice that, while prima facie it may seem that the current analysis is not sensitive to variations 

between countries’ supplies, these are in fact (indirectly) accounted for through the weights 

associated with collaborative ties in the network. If supply of potential available researchers is not the 

same across countries, and one country (e.g., the US) is more likely to offer more potential 

collaborators that another (e.g., Luxembourg), this is also likely to be reflected in the different number 

of collaborating organisations featuring in articles, and therefore in the different denominator in the 

formula used to obtain tie weights (see Section S.2 in SA).  

 

 

Comment 4: “ Regression analysis No model is specified in the regression analysis, this has to be 

inferred from the results (p 17).  The variable ‘contribution of international collaborators’ is not defined 

in the text of the paper (its definition is given on p 45).  The paper ought to be consistent in its 

description of these variables. 

 

Reply to comment 4: We are grateful for directing our attention to this oversight. We have now added 

details on the two regression models in the main manuscript (section “Statistical analysis”). We also 

added the definitions of the covariate “average contribution to publication of international 

collaborators” as well as of the covariate “average number of publications per domestic contributing 

organisation”, which were previously detailed in section S.5.5 in Supplementary Appendix. 

 

Comment 4 (continued): Interpretation of the analyses. The principal finding that features in the 

discussion is that ‘that, within the field of robotic surgery, the best future partner for the UK in the 

event of a ‘hard’ (or a ‘failed’, i.e. no-deal) Brexit would be the US, currently its second largest 

research partner (p 21). It would be helpful if the authors could explain how this finding is consistent 

with their analysis that shows the benefits of increasing geographical entropy.  This is because we 

would expect replacing all EU countries by the US would reduce the UK’s value of geographical 

entropy. 
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Reply to comment 4 (continued): Thank you for this comment. Indeed it is useful to distinguish 

between results from the regression analysis and results based on the simulations. While the 

regression estimates suggest that an increase in entropy is associated with an increase in expected 

research impact and innovation when all other covariates are held constant, the simulation suggests 

that substituting the highest performing US collaborators for other EU collaborators would represent 

the best strategy in case of Brexit. Notice that such substitutions of collaborating countries would not 

only change the value of entropy, but also the values of other covariates (e.g., number of 

collaborators, efficiency), thus breaking the ceteris paribus condition and introducing non-linear 

interactions effects among the included covariates. Thus, replacing many European countries with the 

US may well reduce geographical entropy (with negative effects on performance), but at the same 

time may also increase efficiency or other topological properties that are positively associated with 

performance.  

 

 

Comment 4 (continued): The simulations show the benefits of collaboration with the US by 

substituting the US for EU countries. But these are described differently in different sections of the 

paper.  The Results section states that:     

 

The US appears the most favourable collaboration partner replacing the EU in the event of a “hard 

Brexit” …. If that were the case, the simulation study suggests that the UK’s innovation may actually 

improve, especially if existing collaborations with EU countries were to be replaced with top 

performing collaborations with the US. However, the effect of such substitutions on the UK’s research 

impact would be less pronounced. In particular, the UK’s research impact would ultimately suffer if an 

increasing percentage of UK-EU collaborations were replaced by UK-US collaborations …, unless the 

UK managed to substitute all UK-EU collaborations with high-performing collaborations with the US 

…. 

 

The Discussion section states that: 

 

The simulations indicate that, should the UK-EU links be replaced with UK/US links, both the research 

impact and innovation of the UK would likely increase. This would occur in all simulated scenarios, 

except the one in which the UK could only substitute all UK-EU collaborations with UK-US 

collaborations associated with limited research impact. No other country or geographical region 

seems to consistently produce a similar positive effect. This is especially true if EU links were 

replaced with collaborations with organisations in non-Asian countries (“rest of the world”) or with low-

performing collaborations with Asian countries. Indeed, this may represent a feasible plan for a worst-

case scenario in which the strengthening of existing collaborative links may be less risky than the 

establishment of entirely new partnerships in such a narrow time window. 

 

Hence the way the paper concludes suggests that a ‘hard Brexit’ might be beneficial by creating 

incentives for UK researchers to replace collaborators in the EU with high-performing institutions in 

the US.  But that will be much more costly in many ways. Hence it is worth reflecting on whether, even 

if there were a ‘hard Brexit’, that the UK’s best strategy in the short term might be to try to maintain 

links to EU countries.  And if we are looking to a longer-term collaborative strategy, there will 
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inevitably be a time when citations (and hence this paper’s measure of ‘impact’) are driven by more 

institutions in Asia rather than the US.” 

 

Reply to comment 4: Thank you for your comment and helping us to clarify the discussion. We have 

now polished the discussion to ensure the interpretation of results is consistent and clear. First, we 

distinguished between academic impact (i.e., citations) and innovation, and clarified that the 

implications of Brexit may differ across the two performance indicators. Second, as you rightly 

recommended, we emphasised that, although a hard Brexit can be tackled by reinforcing 

collaboration with the top-performing US collaborators, this may turn out to be an unfeasible strategy 

in the short/medium term. Therefore, it would be advisable for the UK to maintain EU collaborations 

and possibly reinforce partnerships with organisations in Asia. Indeed substituting US collaborators 

pays off as long as these are from the top-performing ones, which may not be achievable in the short 

term. In addition, as you also suggested, reinforcing collaborations with existing Asian partners may 

be less risky (at least in the short term) than forging new partnerships with top-performing 

collaborators.  

 

Comment 5: “Minor corrections 

 

Need to be consistent in using UK or US spelling for ‘ise’ or ‘ize’. 

 

On page 21, ‘expect’ should be ‘except’.” 

 

Reply to comment 5: Thank you for your comment. We have gone through the entire manuscript and 

addressed all minor typos you pointed out (including ‘generalized’ vs. ‘generalised’ in the section 

“Statistical analysis” and ‘expect’ vs. ‘except’ in the section “Simulation results”).  
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Responses to comments from Reviewer 2: 

 

Dear Professor Wang,  

 

Thank you for your careful reading of the manuscript, and for providing us with valuable feedback 

including your very interesting, recent paper, which we included in our updated bibliography. Please 

find below a detailed response to all your comments. 

 

Comment 1: “In this study, the authors quantify the impact of Brexit by an investigation of 

collaborations between UK and EU27 in the field of robotic surgical research. The topic is interesting 

and meaningful, especially when Brexit negotiations comes to the end. The dataset and measures 

used in the study is reasonable, the statistical analysis and simulation modelling is clear and 

appreciate. This is the first time for me, a researcher in the field of scientometrics, to review a paper 

following the style of medical articles; luckily this manuscript is readable after I understand the 

structure. 

 

Frankly speaking, we have just published a similar article (https://doi.org/10.1007/s11192-018-2740-8) 

on this topic. Our work defined four different roles of UK in their collaboration with the other EU 

countries, and identified which countries and research fields would be influenced most by the Brexit. 

Probably, our paper would be helpful for you. 
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Hu, Z., Lin, G., Sun, T., & Wang, X. (2018). An EU without the UK: mapping the UK’s changing roles 

in the EU scientific research. Scientometrics, 115(3), 1185–1198. DOI: 10.1007/s11192-018-2740-8 

 

Reply to comment 1: Thank you for your positive feedback and encouraging comments on our work. 

We are glad you found our study interesting and meaningful to the readership of the journal (and 

hopefully beyond). We also wish to thank you for directing our attention to your recent publication, 

which is highly relevant to our study and helped us to integrate the discussion and interpretation of the 

results.  

 

 

Comment 1 (continued): What interests me most in the paper is that it distinct collaborations by their 

"efficiency" and "geographical entropy", but unfortunately, it didn't provide us valuable explanation on 

their impact on Brexit. By the way, "Collaboration” is a main issue in this study, so I suggest that this 

word should be listed in the keywords or the title. 

 

Reply to comment 1 (continued): Thank you for your comment. Indeed our regression analysis aimed 

to assess the association between scientific performance (academic impact and innovation) and the 

topological position of the countries within the collaboration network. In this sense, this analysis does 

not directly address the implications of Brexit on research. On the other hand, our simulation study 

aimed to assess various strategies of replacement of EU collaborators with non-EU collaborators in 

order to shed more light on the likely implications that Brexit may have on collaboration, quality of 

research and innovation. This simulation does not account directly for entropy nor efficiency, although 

these properties are inevitably affected by changes in collaborators. Of course in our future work we 

will extend our analysis by including the intermediating effects of such properties. Finally, the title of 

the manuscript has now been changed to include the word “collaboration”, as you recommended.  

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Gwyn Bevan 
London School of Economics & Political Science 
England 

REVIEW RETURNED 15-Feb-2019 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I am grateful to the authors for setting out so clearly their 
responses to my comments on their first draft. The key issues that 
seem to be outstanding are as follows. 
 
1. If the unit of analysis is defined in terms of grant giving bodies, 
then where does the EU feature (as this is a grant giving body)? 
The measures of collaborative networks (of degree, effective size 
and efficiency) are directed at identifying whether a country acts as 
an effective ‘focal node’: e.g., the UK has links with country X 
which has no links with other countries, so ‘the more a node’s 
neighbours are connected with each other, the less the effective 
size of the node is’ (p 11). But, if we were to apply these measures 
to the EU as a whole, this would give a very different measure 
from basing these measures on its individual countries. And it 
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seems to me that that is the key research question posed by 
Brexit. The authors’ responses are that ‘country’ is the usual 
classification normally found in official statistics. And they contend 
that treating the EU as ‘a single geographical unit’ would require 
us to aggregate all other non-EU countries in comparable ways 
(e.g., by continent)’. Not only is that quite wrong (the countries that 
are members of the EU do not form a continent) it is also misses 
the point. The reasons for looking at the EU as a unit of analysis, 
given the aims of this paper, are: the EU’s vital role as a supra-
national body in funding and fostering collaboration in research; 
and the freedom of movement between EU countries (as the paper 
states, almost one in five academics in the UK are from EU 
countries (other than the UK)). 
 
2. The authors’ have undertaken further analysis that shows that a 
small number of institutions do account for most citations. My 
question was would happen to the indicators if these leading 
institutions were allocated to different countries? The authors 
chose ‘not to directly address this issue so as to remain more 
focused on the main research problem’ which they state to be “the 
consequences of Brexit on research”’. 
 
3. The paper measures research ‘impact’ by citations. The paper 
recognises the methodological limitation 'with the use of citation-
based metrics as indicators of scientific merit'. 
 
4. The ‘innovation’ index assumes that, e.g., the value of a 
randomised controlled trial is twice that of a non-randomised 
controlled trial and eight times the value of a laboratory evaluation. 
The authors recognize that this is problem with their index, but 
argue that their method has the advantage of avoiding subjective 
bias that is ‘inevitably associated with the evaluation of differences 
between various levels of evidence’. 
 
I see the research question raised by the UK leaving the EU on 
research impact and innovation in robotic surgery in the UK as: 
What will its consequences be for the UK’s leading research 
institutions from changes in collaborations with institutions in other 
countries? I have two reservations on their revised draft as 
providing methods to answer that question. 
 
First, their models have not taken into account the potential losses 
from: EU funding, and the way this has fostered collaboration 
between institutions in the UK and other EU countries; and the 
ending of freedom of movement by staff between EU institutions. 
This means that their modelling has underestimated the impact of 
leaving the EU and not captured the implications of replacing 
institutions in EU countries with those in non-EU countries post 
Brexit. The paper does state that replacing top-performing 
collaborations with the EU with those from the US ‘would be very 
difficult and costly to achieve in practice, at least in the short term’. 
It concludes, however, by claiming that ‘the findings of this study 
are likely to be of practical value to the UK Government, its 
negotiators, and policy-makers when it comes to setting priorities, 
making decisions, and devising international strategies following 
Brexit’. They could emphasise more the problems caused by the 
path-dependent nature of institutional relationships (North, 1991); 
and, the limitations of models of such complex systems as a guide 
to practice (see e.g., as Kay, 2012). 
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Second, the bases of their key indicators, research ‘impact’ and 
‘innovation’, are problematic; and are used as ‘persuasive 
definitions’: that give ‘a new conceptual meaning to a familiar word 
without substantially changing its emotive meaning’ (Stevenson, 
1938). They acknowledge the limitations of ‘the use of citation-
based metrics as indicators of scientific merit’; but, in their paper, 
these metrics are used a proxy measures of research ‘impact’. 
There is no discussion of the limitations of their ‘innovation index’. 
 
References 
 
Kay, J. (2012). The map is not the territory: Models, scientists, and 
the state of modern macroeconomics. Critical Review, 24(1), 87-
99. 
 
North, D. C. (1991). Institutions. Journal of economic perspectives, 
5(1), 97-112. 
 
Stevenson, C. L. (1938). Persuasive definitions. Mind, 47, 331-
350. 

 

REVIEWER Xianwen Wang 
Dalian University of Technology 

REVIEW RETURNED 21-Feb-2019 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have carefully considered my previous comments and 
responded well by substantially revising their paper. 
I recommend to accept the paper in its present form. 

 

REVIEWER Sean Manzi 
University of Exeter Medical School 
United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Mar-2019 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This paper has been well written and the study well conducted. 
The level of thoroughness in the presentation of the mathematical 
methods and clarity of their explanation is excellent. I have 
checked to the best of my ability the description of the metrics, 
models and statistical tests reported here and found them to be 
correct. 
There are just three minor issues I think should be addressed prior 
to publication: 
1) Section S.6.2.1 of the supplementary materials ends 
prematurely. This might just be an issue with the upload process 
but it is clear that the sentence at the bottom of page 15 of the 
proof document ends part way through. 
2) Only one journal database (Web of Science) has been 
searched to inform this study. Please can the authors provide a 
rationale for using only one database and this one above all 
others. It should also be noted as a limitation of this study that the 
data set has been limited by the number of databases searched 
even if the Web of Science database was the only one that 
provided easy access to the required study data. 
3) There are three references made in the discussion section to 
the date of Brexit being a 'few months away' and on the '29th 
March'. Given the lead time required for publication of this article, 
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the uncertainty about when Britain might leave the EU and the 
need to maintain the relevance of the text in this article can any 
references to when this article was written in relation to Brexit 
occurring be made more persistently temporally relevant. These 
statements can be found in the proof on page 18 line 21, page 20 
line 10 and page 22 line 19.   

 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Response to Reviewer 1 

 

Dear Professor Bevan,  

 

Thank you for your careful reading of the manuscript, and for providing us with valuable feedback. 

Please find below a detailed response to all your comments. 

 

Comment 1: “If the unit of analysis is defined in terms of grant giving bodies, then where does the EU 

feature (as this is a grant giving body)?  The measures of collaborative networks (of degree, effective 

size and efficiency) are directed at identifying whether a country acts as an effective ‘focal node’: e.g., 

the UK has links with country X which has no links with other countries, so ‘the more a node’s 

neighbours are connected with each other, the less the effective size of the node is’ (p 11). But, if we 

were to apply these measures to the EU as a whole, this would give a very different measure from 

basing these measures on its individual countries. And it seems to me that that is the key research 

question posed by Brexit. The authors’ responses are that ‘country’ is the usual classification normally 

found in official statistics.  And they contend that treating the EU as ‘a single geographical unit’ would 

require us to aggregate all other non-EU countries in comparable ways (e.g., by continent)’.  Not only 

is that quite wrong (the countries that are members of the EU do not form a continent) it is also 

misses the point. The reasons for looking at the EU as a unit of analysis, given the aims of this paper, 

are: the EU’s vital role as a supra-national body in funding and fostering collaboration in research; and 

the freedom of movement between EU countries (as the paper states, almost one in five academics in 

the UK are from EU countries (other than the UK)).”  

 

Reply to comment 1: Thank you for your comment. We elaborated on this point in our previous reply 

dated January 2019, where we pointed out that our unit of analysis is not a grant-giving body, but a 

country. We study the collaboration network between countries, and examine the association between 

a country’s research profile and its topological position in this network. In a one-mode network, like 

ours, a link can be established only between nodes that belong to the same class. Thus, even if “the 

countries that are members of the EU do not form a continent”, it would still be methodologically 

inappropriate to draw a link between the EU – a supra-national body – and a single country. Please 

see Newman (2018; pp. 106,115-116). Besides, focusing on the EU as a supra-national body would 

be at odds with your previous recommendation to split the UK into its four constituent countries 

(England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland). This would further increase heterogeneity across 

the nodes of the network, and would make the study methodological flawed.  
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To avoid further reiterating our position, we would like to refer you to Reviewer 3’s response to your 

comment:  

“Regarding the question; "If the unit of analysis is defined in terms of grant giving bodies, then where 

does the EU feature (as this is a grant giving body)?". This is not a question that I would ask of this 

analysis because funding is not geographically limited. Many countries and collaborations of countries 

do not limit collaborative applications for funding to their immediate geography. EU funding is often 

provided for collaborations with countries in Asia and South America as UK funding is often provided 

for similar collaborations. The aim of the study presented in the paper is to establish the level of 

research collaboration and innovation between countries and how this might change if access to 

European collaborative funding is removed with nothing to replace it.” 

 

Comment 2: “The authors’ have undertaken further analysis that shows that a small number of 

institutions do account for most citations.  My question was would happen to the indicators if these 

leading institutions were allocated to different countries?  The authors chose ‘not to directly address 

this issue so as to remain more focused on the main research problem’ which they state to be “the 

consequences of Brexit on research”’.  

 

Reply to comment 2: Thank you for your comment.  

 

We acknowledge that our simulation strategy does not strictly imply a substitution or reallocation of 

organisations across countries, and we believe that other more sophisticated types of simulation 

could be performed in addition to the one proposed in this study. By substituting directly the 

organisations instead of the articles, future research can certainly shed light on the effects that top-

performing organisations might exert on a country’s research performance in the context of 

international collaboration. 

 

As mentioned in our previous reply to the same comment (please refer to our January 2019 letter), we 

simulated substitutions of articles based on affiliations associated with countries, and not institutions. 

A country can appear in a highly-cited article, even if the authors of that article are not affiliated with a 

high-performing institution of the country. Shifting the focus to the much finer level of analysis that you 

seem to suggest – the institution – would obfuscate the objectives of this study. Moreover, to directly 

address your point on the tendency of top-performing institutions to collaborate with one another more 

intensely than randomly expected would require, as explained in our previous reply, the measurement 

of the well-known rich-club effect (see Opsahl et al., 2009). While studying the rich-club effect in the 

context of universities would be an interesting subject, this is not directly related to Brexit, and would 

only complicate our paper - requiring additional analysis and the development of appropriate null 

models without adding much with regards to the impact of Brexit on research collaboration and policy. 

This is why we “chose not to directly address this issue so as to remain more focused on the main 

research problem (i.e., the consequences of Brexit on research).” 

 

References 

 

Newman M. (2018) Networks (second edition), Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK. 
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Opsahl T, Colizza V, Panzarasa P, Ramasco JJ (2008) Prominence and control: The weighted rich-

club effect, Physical Review Letters 101(168702):1-4. 

 

Comment 3: “The paper measures research ‘impact’ by citations. The paper recognises the  

methodological limitation 'with the use of citation-based metrics as indicators of scientific merit'” 

 

Reply to comment 3: Thank you for your comment. As also discussed in our previous reply to the 

same comment (please refer to our January 2019 reply), we are fully aware of the limitations of using 

the number of citations as a measure of research impact and quality. In our previous reply, we 

identified some studies from the vast body of literature that has raised these methodological concerns 

(e.g., Bornmann and Daniel, 2008; Hellsten; Penner et al., 2013; Petersen A-M, et al., 2014; Radicchi 

et al., 2008). However, we also noted that there is widespread consensus in the scientometrics and 

network communities on the use of citations as a measure of performance (Radicchi et al., 2008). We 

would like to refer you to an article recently published in Science on the “science of science”, where 

you will find extensive evidence and references on the widespread usage of citations as measure of 

research performance (Fortunato et al., 2018). Finally, please notice that it is precisely for the well-

known weaknesses of citations that we opted to also include innovation as a further measure of 

performance. 

 

References 

Bornmann L, Daniel H-D (2008) What do citation counts measure? A review of studies on citing 

behavior. J Doc 64:45-80. 

 

Fortunato S, Carl T. Bergstrom CT, Börner K, Evans JA,  Helbing D,  Milojević S, Petersen AM, 

Radicchi F, Sinatra R,  Uzzi B, Vespignani A, Waltman L, Wang D, Barabási A-B (2018) Science of 

science. Science, 359(6379), doi: 10.1126/science.aao0185.  

 

Hellsten I, Lambiotte R, Scharnhorst A, Ausloos M (2007) Self-citations, co-authorships and 

keywords: A new approach to scientists’ field mobility? Scientometrics, 72(3): 469-486.  

 

Penner O, Pan R-K, Petersen A-M, Kaski K, Fortunato S (2013) On the predictability of future impact 

in science. Sci Rep 3:3052. 

 

Petersen A-M, et al. (2014) Reputation and impact in academic careers. Proc Natl 

Acad Sci USA 111(43):15316-15321. 
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Radicchi F, Fortunato S, Castellano C (2008) Universality of citation distributions: Toward an objective 

measure of scientific impact. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 105(45):17268-17272. 

 

Comment 4: “The ‘innovation’ index assumes that, e.g., the value of a randomised controlled trial is 

twice that of a non-randomised controlled trial and eight times the value of a laboratory evaluation.  

The authors recognize that this is problem with their index, but argue that their method has the 

advantage of avoiding subjective bias that is ‘inevitably associated with the evaluation of differences 

between various levels of evidence’.” 

 

Reply to comment 4: As previously explained (January 2019), we use a validated measure of 

evidence-based surgical innovation that has recently been published in Garas et al. (2017) and Garas 

et al. (2018). In these articles, the measure has been validated using data from both bibliometrics and 

clinical databases. We agree with you that such measure relies on the assumption that differences 

between consecutive levels of innovation are the same, and therefore differences between non-

adjacent levels are multiples of the difference between adjacent ones. While this may seem a strong 

(and not empirically justified) assumption, it avoids the subjective bias inevitably associated with the 

evaluation of differences between various levels of evidence. To the best of our knowledge, there is 

currently no alternative measure for computing innovation simply based on the underlying citation and 

co-authorship networks, thus avoiding subjective biases. As we are all actively working on various 

projects concerned with healthcare innovation, we will undoubtedly address these methodological 

issues in our future work. 

 

References 

 

Garas G, Cingolani I, Panzarasa P, Darzi A, Athanasiou T (2017) Network analysis of surgical 

innovation: Measuring value and the virality of diffusion in robotic surgery. PLoS ONE 12(8): 

e0183332.  

 

Garas G, Cingolani I, Patel V, Panzarasa P, Alderson D, Darzi A, Athanasiou T (2018) Surgical 

innovation in the era of global surgery: A network analysis. Annals of Surgery. Dec 20. doi: 

10.1097/SLA.0000000000003164. [Epub ahead of print] 

 

Comment 5: “I see the research question raised by the UK leaving the EU on research impact and 

innovation in robotic surgery in the UK as: What will its consequences be for the UK’s leading 

research institutions from changes in collaborations with institutions in other countries?   I have two 

reservations on their revised draft as providing methods to answer that question.” 

 

Reply to comment 5: As extensively discussed both in this letter and in the previous rebuttal (January 

2019), the unit of analysis is the country, and not the individual research institution, which would form 

the subject of a different study.  
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Comment 6: “First, their models have not taken into account the potential losses from: EU funding, 

and the way this has fostered collaboration between institutions in the UK and other EU countries;  

and the ending of freedom of movement by staff between EU institutions. This means that their 

modelling has underestimated the impact of leaving the EU and not captured the implications of 

replacing institutions in EU countries with those in non-EU countries post Brexit. The paper does state 

that replacing top-performing collaborations with the EU with those from the US ‘would be very difficult 

and costly to achieve in practice, at least in the short term’. It concludes, however, by claiming that 

‘the findings of this study are likely to be of practical value to the UK Government, its negotiators, and 

policy-makers when it comes to setting priorities, making decisions, and devising international 

strategies following Brexit’. They could emphasise more the problems caused by the path-dependent 

nature of institutional relationships (North, 1991); and, the limitations of models of such complex 

systems as a guide to practice (see e.g., as Kay, 2012). 

 

Reply to comment 6: Thank you for your comment. First, we believe that our simulation approach, at a 

more aggregate level, can account for potential losses that the UK might suffer in terms of more 

limited funding from the EU and more limited freedom of movement by staff across EU institutions. 

Indeed the rationale of substitutions of collaborations may be found in variations induced by Brexit in 

both funding and movements.  

 

Second, all the limitations you mention are explicitly acknowledged in the discussion: “Before 

concluding, it is important to consider the limitations of this study. The analysis focused on a very 

specific field, and caution is therefore required in generalising the results to other domains. Additional 

studies would be needed to uncover the role of collaborative networks in different scientific fields. […] 

Moreover, the potential loss of EU funding (the UK received from the EU €8.8 billion for research and 

innovation in the 2007-2013 period as part of the Horizon 2020 programme grants) and/or of human 

capital (almost one in five academics in UK universities are from the EU) as a result of Brexit have not 

been accounted for. This makes the simulation models conservative, as those losses would only 

further deteriorate the UK’s performance. Finally, another methodological limitation is chiefly 

concerned with the use of citation-based metrics as indicators of scientific merit.”  

 

We are aware that no simulation model is perfect, and all, including ours, suffer from limitations. In the 

revised version of the manuscript, we further emphasised the limitations of the modelling approach by 

also including the additional references you suggested (North, 1991; Kay, 2012). As indicated by 

Reviewer 2 in the previous revision stage (comment 1), “the statistical analysis and simulation 

modelling is clear and appreciate.” Thus, despite the existing limitations (that we explicitly 

acknowledge in the discussion), we feel that “the findings of this study are likely to be of practical 

value to the UK Government, its negotiators, and policy-makers when it comes to setting priorities, 

making decisions, and devising international strategies following Brexit”. After all, as stated by 

Reviewer 3 in response to your comment, “Models of this type are not supposed to be used as 

accurate predictors of the future but simple indicators of future possible directions given a set of 

explicit assumptions.” This was precisely the aim of the simulation carried out in our study.  

 

Comment 7: “Second, the bases of their key indicators, research ‘impact’ and ‘innovation’, are 

problematic; and are used as ‘persuasive definitions’: that give ‘a new conceptual meaning to a 

familiar word without substantially changing its emotive meaning’ (Stevenson, 1938). They 

acknowledge the limitations of ‘the use of citation-based metrics as indicators of scientific merit’; but, 
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in their paper, these metrics are used a proxy measures of   research ‘impact’.  There is no discussion 

of the limitations of their ‘innovation index’.” 

 

Reply to comment 7: First, the limitations of using citation-based metrics as indicators of scientific 

merit have been the subject of a wide body of literature in scientometrics. However, there is still 

widespread consensus across various scientific communities on the use of citations as proxies for 

scientific success (see Fortunato et al., 2018). To avoid further repetition, please refer to our previous 

rebuttal letter (January 2019) as well as our reply to comment 3 above. Second, the limitations of the 

innovation index have been extensively discussed in the literature to which we refer in the 

bibliography of our article (Garas et al., 2017). They do not represent the subject of this study. We 

believe that neither ‘research impact’ nor ‘innovation’ are here used as ‘persuasive definitions’. In fact 

we do not even attempt to define these concepts, but simply choose an acceptable way to 

operationalise and measure them. We use citations to measure research impact, and innovation 

index to measure innovation, whatever the two concepts are supposed to mean. There is no 

definitional fallacy in simply choosing a metric, when no assumption is made on the semantic 

boundaries of the concept to which the metric applies.  

 

References 

  

Fortunato S, Carl T. Bergstrom CT, Börner K, Evans JA,  Helbing D,  Milojević S, Petersen AM, 

Radicchi F, Sinatra R,  Uzzi B, Vespignani A, Waltman L, Wang D, Barabási A-B (2018) Science of 

science. Science, 359(6379), doi: 10.1126/science.aao0185.  

 

Garas G, Cingolani I, Panzarasa P, Darzi A, Athanasiou T (2017) Network analysis of surgical 

innovation: Measuring value and the virality of diffusion in robotic surgery. PLoS ONE 12(8): 

e0183332.  

 

  

Response to Reviewer 2 

 

Dear Professor Wang,  

 

Thank you for providing us with valuable feedback in your previous comments including your very 

interesting, recent paper, which we have included in our updated bibliography.  

 

 

Comment: “The authors have carefully considered my previous comments and responded well by 

substantially revising their paper.  
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I recommend to accept the paper in its present form.” 

 

Reply: Thank you very much. We are delighted that you were satisfied with all our revisions and 

recommended acceptance.    

 

 

Response to Reviewer 3 

 

Dear Professor Manzi, 

 

Thank you for your careful reading of the manuscript, for your very supportive feedback, and for 

providing us with highly valuable feedback which we have tried to address to further improve our 

manuscript.   

 

Comment of Reviewer 3 to Reviewer 1: “"I think the first reviewer may have misunderstood the nature 

of research funding and the aim of the study being described. 

 

Regarding the question; "If the unit of analysis is defined in terms of grant giving bodies, then where 

does the EU feature (as this is a grant giving body)?". This is not a question that I would ask of this 

analysis because funding is not geographically limited. Many countries and collaborations of countries 

do not limit collaborative applications for funding to their immediate geography. EU funding is often 

provided for collaborations with countries in Asia and South America as UK funding is often provided 

for similar collaborations. 

 

The aim of the study presented in the paper is to establish the level of research collaboration and 

innovation between countries and how this might change if access to European collaborative funding 

is removed with nothing to replace it. It might be worth the authors more explicitly stating the 'with 

nothing to replace it' element although I read this quite clearly. They might also want to highlight that 

establishing a greater level of granularity regarding the sources of funding would be a useful 

extension of this work. This however this is not really necessary due to the speculative nature of this 

study. Models of this type are not supposed to be use as accurate predictors of the future but simple 

indicators of future possible directions given a set of explicit assumptions. 

 

One assumption that I read clearly and the other reviewer may have missed, is that in addition to no 

funding being available for UK-EU collaboration there would be money available for UK-Non EU 

collaborations. This is clearly stated in the discussion and additional mention is made to high level of 

expense that would be incurred in seeking collaboration with high ranking non-EU universities. 
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In conclusion I do not share the first reviewers concerns for the reasons laid out above."” 

 

Authors’ reply: Thank you for your positive comments and for explaining why Reviewer 1 may have 

misunderstood the nature of research funding (not geographically limited) and the aim of our study. 

We entirely share your view, and thank you for outlining your argument so eloquently. We have also 

tried to further elaborate on these issues in our point-by-point reply to Reviewer 1’s comments above.  

 

General comment: “This paper has been well written and the study well conducted. The level of 

thoroughness in the presentation of the mathematical methods and clarity of their explanation is 

excellent. I have checked to the best of my ability the description of the metrics, models and statistical 

tests reported here and found them to be correct. 

 

There are just three minor issues I think should be addressed prior to publication:” 

 

Reply to general comment: Thank you for your comprehensive review and positive comments 

regarding the presentation of the mathematical methods and the description of the metrics, models 

and statistical tests reported.  

 

Comment 1: “Section S.6.2.1  of the supplementary materials ends prematurely. This might just be an 

issue with the upload process but it is clear that the sentence at the bottom of page 15 of the proof 

document ends part way through.” 

 

Reply to comment 1: Thank you for pointing this out. Indeed the final sentence ended abruptly. This 

was an oversight that has now been rectified.  

 

Comment 2: “Only one journal database (Web of Science) has been searched to inform this study. 

Please can the authors provide a rationale for using only one database and this one above all others. 

It should also be noted as a limitation of this study that the data set has been limited by the number of 

databases searched even if the Web of Science database was the only one that provided easy 

access to the required study data.” 

 

Reply to comment 2: Thank you for raising this point, which we have now added in the discussion as 

a further limitation of our study: 

 

“It should also be noted that the data set used in our study was obtained by searching only one 

database – the Web of Science – which in turn integrates a wide range of multidisciplinary research 

outputs from various sources within a single comprehensive platform.”  
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Like many other studies, our work relied on a single platform to collect scientific publications 

originating from a number of sources. In particular, the main reason for selecting the Web of Science 

platform relates to the fact that this platform incorporates a multitude of online databases that 

reference cross-disciplinary research from all over the world. This allowed access and retrieval of data 

that were not confined to the clinical setting but also originated from the pre-clinical innovation stages. 

For example, it is not uncommon for pre-clinical studies of medical devices (such as surgical robots) 

to be published in ‘non-medical’ journals (e.g., a study describing the early – laboratory - development 

of a novel robotic system is more likely to be published in an engineering rather than a surgical journal 

despite relating to a medical device). Thus, we felt that the cross-disciplinary nature of the Web of 

Science (which incorporates medical and life sciences in addition to many other disciplines including 

engineering and physical and chemical life sciences among others) would be more suitable than a 

traditional ‘medical’ database such as MEDLINE for evaluating robotic surgical innovation across its 

entire spectrum, i.e., from ‘bench to bedside’.  

 

An additional reason for selecting the Web of Science is that this platform integrates the databases 

that are widely regarded as the most authoritative ones in terms of impact and quality. In particular, 

we opted for the Web of Science instead of Scopus because the latter provides a more aggregate 

category for ‘Medicine’ while the former offers a finer-grained classification of scientific journals 

concerned with the medical field.  

 

Though we fully acknowledge the limitation of not including more databases, at the same time we feel 

that confining our data set to a single interface (itself integrating data from multiple databases in a 

systematic way) makes the construction of the citation networks highly accurate. This is because it 

virtually eliminates the risk of biases associated with the integration of multiple sources of data into a 

single data set (e.g., the same article can be present in more than one databases thus risking 

duplication).  

 

References  

 

https://login.webofknowledge.com/error/Error?Error=IPError&PathInfo=%2F&RouterURL=https%3A%

2F%2Fwww.webofknowledge.com%2F&Domain=.webofknowledge.com&Src=IP&Alias=WOK5 

 

https://clarivate.com/products/web-of-science/ 

 

Comment 3: “There are three references made in the discussion section to the date of Brexit being a 

'few months away' and on the '29th March'. Given the lead time required for publication of this article, 

the uncertainty about when Britain might leave the EU and the need to maintain the relevance of the 

text in this article can any references to when this article was written in relation to Brexit occurring be 

made more persistently temporally relevant. These statements can be found in the proof on page 18 

line 21, page 20 line 10 and page 22 line 19.” 
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Reply to comment 3: Thank you for raising these important issues. We have revised the manuscript 

concerning the timing of Brexit (which as you know still remains unclear). Specifically, we made the 

following amendments in the statements you mention: 

 

- The sentence “As Brexit is now a few months away and the UK has agreed a deal with the 

EU (which still needs to be voted in the UK Parliament), this represents a much needed study.” has 

been altered to “With Brexit looming, this represents a much-needed study that contributes towards a 

better understanding of how the UK’s collaboration patterns might change and how these changes 

might affect the UK’s research performance.” 

- The sentence “…the outcome of the negotiations that will start after the UK leaves the EU on 

29 March 2019, according to the agreed framework for the future relationship between the EU and the 

UK (importantly the joint Political Declaration published on 25 November 2018 is not legally binding 

and is “subject to ratification”).” has been altered to “…the outcome of the UK-EU future partnership 

negotiations that will start after Brexit.” 

- The sentence “As Brexit is less than a few months away and the shape of the future UK-EU 

relationship is still to be determined, …” has been altered to “As the shape of the future UK-EU 

relationship still to be determined, there is no doubt that the decisions to be taken over the coming 

months and years will…” 

 

 

VERSION 3 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Sean Manzi 
University of Exeter, United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-May-2019 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS All of the required revisions have been made to this manuscript 
and I recommend that it be accepted. Thank you to the authors for 
responding to the requested changes. 
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